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By JEN KING

Thanks to online data mining, 80 percent of luxury brands know their in-store customer base by name, according to
a report by Contactlab and Exane BNP Paribas.

Contactlab found that digitally contactable consumers, for instance, are high spenders in-stores, accounting for 27
percent of bricks-and-mortar revenues and 73 percent of ecommerce sales. The "Digital Frontier 2016: Digital Luxury
is Turning Mainstream" report gives an overview of the influence online consumers have on total revenues, thus
underscoring the importance of connecting ecommerce with bricks-and-mortar retail.

"Data mining is vital for fashion and luxury brands to understand and profile each client's interests via data mining
of Web navigation, social, email click/open/purchase and purchasing habits online and offline," said Marco Pozzi,
senior advisor at Contactlab.

"Moving from impersonal communication to one-to-one dialogue [such as] customized Web pages and online
product offer, customized dialogue in-store via beacon recognition, customized interaction between client and
sales assistant both online in the customer care section and in-store via tablet support summarizing the client
history," he said.

"Predicting future purchasing patterns, [for example] type of product, online or in a specific store location, timing of
purchase, in order to be prepositive in the client dialogue."

Digital outreach 
Insights gleaned from the Digital Luxury is Turning Mainstream report suggest that brands who connect ecommerce
with bricks-and-mortar stores are better at leveraging customers' digital profiles and purchasing habits, responding
accordingly through integrated and innovative marketing programs.

Digital engagement tools and ecommerce have presented luxury marketers with data that was once only obtainable
through in-store interactions. Luxury brands have long been considered late adapted to digital, but Contactlab
stresses that continued avoidance will create a "blind spot" that will prevent the industry from understanding their
core consumers' profiles, behavior and preferences.
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Most importantly, brands in the luxury space must acknowledge that consumers with a known digital presence have
a powerful influence on sale revenues.

While an ecommerce strategy is necessary to appeal to today's consumers, a cross-channel relationship is more
beneficial for a brand's revenue. Contactlab found that ecommerce penetration has grown by a percentage in 2015,
compared to 6 percent in 2014.
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Currently, ecommerce penetration accounts for only 7 percent of luxury brands' total revenues worldwide, with 93
percent being attributed to in-store sales. This rate is slightly higher for the German, United Kingdom and United
States markets, with 14 percent of revenues resulting from online sales.

Of these online sales, Contactlab found that 73 percent of consumers are digitally contactable, with 8 percent
registered and 19 percent shopping anonymously.

The larger consumer segment, those who are digitally contactable, account for only 27 percent of in-store
purchases. It is  here that luxury brands have an opportunity to interact with consumers via cross-channel strategies.

Contactlab has found that consumers who spend across channels spend 50 percent more than those who only shop
in a bricks-and-mortar setting.
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"There is a wave of growth of ecommerce as many customers resort to buying online at the click of a button for
convenience and ease, however there are significant advantages if brands can drive these anonymous consumers
to a more engaged, cross-channel relationship," said Massimo Fubini, CEO of Contactlab, in a statement.

"In-store digitally contactable consumers spend 20 percent more than those who are simply registered, and those
known customers who buy both in-store and online spend even more," he said.

Going forward, all brands in the luxury sector have made digital development a CEO priority. Contactlab notes that
digital development directly correlates with like-for-like sales performance, meaning that if a brand has positive
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results it will be more likely to invest in ecommerce channels.

So, for conglomerates such as Kering and LVMH, who have positive yearly results, digital development is more apt
to be a priority to keep revenues growing.

For example, Kering-owned Gucci's CEO/president Marco Bizzarri said during the brand's investor day on June 3
that ecommerce is approximately 3 percent of its  overall total revenues. In his statement Mr. Bizzarri expressed that
going forward Gucci will increase its business with online partners to increase distribution.

In May, online retailer Net-A-Porter is adding Gucci's Alessandro Michele to its long list of brand collaborators.

Gucci for Net-A-Porter exclusive collaboration, sold online

Mr. Michele has created a 20-piece, one-off collection to be sold by Net-A-Porter. Since Mr. Michele took the reins at
the fashion label last year, the online retailer now counts Gucci as one of its  top three brands, making the capsule a
reflection of Net-A-Porter consumers' interest in and demand for his designs (see story).

Online draw 
Categories that perform especially well on ecommerce include children's apparel and accessories, fashion jewelry
and footwear. Jewelry, for instance, is purchased via ecommerce at a rate of 37 percent in the UK, 21 percent in the
U.S. and only 8 percent in Italy.

Contactlab's findings run parallel to a recent report by Walker Sands that found that in the last year, luxury
ecommerce has seen a spike in interest from consumers. For example, the number of consumers to purchase a
luxury item, such as high-end jewelry, a category that has been notoriously slow to act, quadrupled in the past year
from 2014 (see story).

U.S. jeweler T iffany & Co., for instance, selected Net-A-Porter as its exclusive ecommerce partner, allowing its
jewelry to be sold on the online retailer's site for a limited time.

Beginning April 27, consumers have had the opportunity to purchase select T iffany designs from Net-A-Porter. The
partnership is unprecedented for T iffany, as Net-A-Porter is now the only authorized online seller beyond the
jeweler's monobrand Web site (see story).

Contrasting the success of children's wear, jewelry and footwear, women's dresses, handbags and small
accessories, such as silk and scarves, do not fare as well. The digital divide across luxury goods categories is
widening, and is evident by the low levels of ecommerce sales these product sectors see.

For categories struggling with ecommerce penetration, looking at ecommerce and digital as complementary
channels to bricks-and-mortar retail may be beneficial for growth (see story).

"De facto fashion and luxury companies are facing a major revolution and changing the nature of marketing," Mr.
Pozzi said. "In the past, the focus of internal marketing, and of major traditional consulting firms with non-
digital/data mining heritage, was to identify clusters of customers with similar purchasing pattern, but these
traditional segmentation proved to be complex, costly, very time consuming and at the end not actionable.

"Now the issue/challenge for internal marketing in the fashion and luxury brands is very different," he said. "Brands
know by name c.80 percent of their customer base, and for many of them their socio-demo/behavior/purchasing
patterns via data mining, opening up the opportunity for a very effective one-to-one dialogue.

"So the real issue becomes what to say for strengthening the brand image and at the end increase sales."
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